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Liability Aware CDI Funds
Closed to new members, a growing number
of defined benefit (DB) schemes are paying
out more each year to members than income
from contributions and investments.
This threat of turning ‘cashflow negative’ means
a change of focus. Schemes are increasingly
adopting a cashflow-driven approach. This means
selecting assets that provide a contractual income
which, as far as possible, match the scheme’s
future cashflow requirements.
Predictable and stable cashflow for your
pension scheme
Small-to-medium-sized pension schemes are likely
to seek out a pooled solution (unlike larger schemes
which, targeting self-sufficiency, are likely to adopt
a segregated approach).
We’ve created our Liability Aware CDI fund range
with these schemes in mind, creating a bespoke
cashflow payment profile that fits your scheme’s
future cashflow requirements. after allowing for
contributions and income from other assets such
as private debt or real estate.

Why invest in Liability Aware CDI?
A CDI approach has the explicit goal of maintain the
shape of your cashflow profile, compared with a simple
buy & maintain credit fund (where cashflows may
vary over time).
Our CDI funds give your scheme:
A predictable and stable cashflow profile.
Rather than focusing on maximising returns, each fund
aims for precision and certainty of cashflow delivery,
giving your scheme a relatively stable pay-out profile
per unit held.
Designed to suit your specific needs
We create a bespoke solution for your scheme
by combining allocations across the fund range.
A strong track record of avoiding defaults and downgrades.
Our funds benefit from the experience of a credit team
of more than 132 portfolio managers and analysts based
across Europe, North America, Asia and Australia.
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How do our Liability Aware CDI funds work?
. Our fund range consists of four 3-year ‘buckets’,

allowing your pension scheme to tailor its holdings
to meet its cashflow requirements. We also have
a wider range of longer-dated credit and gilt-based
(leveraged and unleveraged) profile funds.

. We aim to provide your scheme a relatively predictable
series of cashflow from a series of maturity dated
cashflow funds. Managed on a buy & maintain basis,
your portfolio consists of nominal corporate bonds, with
coupons and redemption proceeds paid out over time.
. The funds are mainly invested in nominal GBP corporate
bonds, targeting an average credit quality of A.
The funds can also hold gilts and derivatives (including
credit default swaps) and overseas bonds if these
become appropriate to manage the portfolio efficiently.
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Why abrdn for CDI?

Partners

Insurance heritage

Experience

We work in
partnership with
our clients and their
advisers to meet
their evolving needs

We leverage this to
bring you credible
CDI solutions

We manage £22
billion in buy
& maintain
credit mandates
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A highly regarded
credit team

Our wider
asset capabilities

Our strong track
record of avoiding
downgrades and
defaults means we’re
able to give you more
reassurance on your
cashflow stability

We draw on abrdn’s
expansive business,
including access to
illiquid credit and
other assets, offering
alternativ sources
of income
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CDI in practice – a case study

Key objectives
The scheme had two objectives for a new
investment strategy:

We worked with a mature and cashflow negative
DB pension scheme which wanted to improve
its funding position

1. Close the funding gap – by achieving sufficient return
above gilts.

. With around £150 million of assets, the scheme was
underfunded on a low-risk basis and looking to review
its investment strategy.
. It already invested a proportion of assets in bonds –

2. Limit disinvestment risk – investing a proportion of assets
to provide income that would meet expected future
cashflow over the short to medium term

credit and liability-driven investment (LDI) – but there
was only minimal income from pooled funds it used.

. To meet benefit payments, the scheme had to
regularly disinvest over time.
How we found a solution

The result

Working with the scheme’s consultant our solution used a
combination of four CDI funds, as well as two longer-dated
credit funds to broadly match future liability cashflows
(as shown in the chart below).

By matching the first 15 years of cashflow using Liability
Aware CDI funds, the client became a genuine long-term
investor for the remaining assets, with limited risk of
having to disinvest growth assets at short notice.

Our analysis suggested that around 55% of the scheme’s
assets should be invested in the CDI funds. We invested
the remaining assets (around 45%) in a range of longterm strategies, including multi- sector private credit and
diversified growth funds. We also included some LDI to
hedge a proportion of interest rate and inflation risk.

Over time, as the funding position improves. the scheme
expects to switch from growth assets into longer-dated
CDI funds.

15 years as asset income provided to meet future
cashflow requirements
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Key outcomes
. Limited disinvestment / reinvestment risk over the next

. Higher certainty of return from CDI solution compared
with typical buy and maintain corporate bond funds
. Genuine long-term investor for growth asset strategies.
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For more information please contact:

Mark Foster
Telephone: +44 (0)131 372 0975
Email: mark.foster@abrdn.com
Important Information
For professional investors only – Not for use by retail investors.
Investors should be aware that past performance is not a guide to future results. The value of investments, and the
income from them, can go down and your clients may get back less than the amount invested.
Call charges will vary. Email is not a secure form of communication, so you should not send any personal or
sensitive information.
The views expressed in this presentation should not be construed as advice on how to construct a portfolio or whether
to buy, retain or sell a particular investment.
The information contained in the presentation is for exclusive use by professional customers/eligible counterparties
(ECPs) and not the general public. The information is being given only to those persons who have received this document
directly from abrdn and must not be acted or relied upon by persons receiving a copy of this document other than
directly from abrdn. No part of this document may be copied or duplicated in any form or by any means or redistributed
without the written consent of abrdn.
The information contained in this marketing document should not be considered as an offer, investment
recommendation or solicitation, to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments. It is not intended for
distribution or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication or use would be prohibited. No information, opinions or data in this document constitute
investment, legal, tax or other advice and are not to be relied upon in making an investment or other decision.
abrdn is a global business providing a range of services to help clients and customers plan, save and invest. abrdn group
uses different legal entities to meet different client and customer needs. Some elements of the abrdn client experience
may contain previous brand names until all brand name changes have completed.
Available for distribution by the following affiliates, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
in the United Kingdom:
Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited. Registered Office: 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen AB10 1XL. Registered
in Scotland No. 108419.
Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL.
Standard Life Investments Limited, a company registered in Ireland (904256) 90 St Stephen’s Green Dublin 2.

For more information visit abrdn.com
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